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The Enertia® Building System is an Award-Winning, Patented building 
system that uses Solid Tongue-and-Groove Gluelam wall elements for permanent or temporary 
structures with the highest possible renewable content and low, sometimes zero, energy for 
heating and cooling. View the buildings at www.Enertia.com
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Precut and numbered solid gluelam wall elements 
(our US Trademark is “Green Building Blocks®“) 
are assembled using an electric drill. The process 
is fast and economical.

The elements are 100% renewable, and are 50% 
carbon. The have a 300+ year life which qualifies 
them for “Carbon sequestration.”

Walls and structures built this way are fire, wind, 
earthquake, and bullet resistant. They go up quickly 
using unskilled labor, and come down just as 
quickly  for redeployment as the same building, or 
with computerized reshuffling of parts and some re-
cutting, as a different building, for another purpose, 
at the next site.

Permanent structures on a basement foundation, can use the phase-
change properties of the resinous Southern Yellow Pine gluelam 
elements- to store and release energy for Solar heating, and 
geothermal cooling. See www.EnergyWithoutOil.org for a technical 

Field military structures can have their 
elementʼs laminations interspersed with 
ArmorCore®, for increased projectile 
energy dissipation and penetration 
resistance.

D.R.S. - Enertia® DISASTER RECOVERY SYSTEM:

Buildings felled in natural disasters can be quickly 
replaced with permanent Green buildings that are unlikely 
to be felled again. “Green Building Blocks®” wall elements 
can be fabricated from the same trees felled by the storm- 
replacing costly chipping and burning cleanup operations. 
Truck mounted CNC house-cutting machines can be 
staged at the site of the rebuilding operation to fabricate 
and number elements as they are needed and used. (The 
Southern Yellow Pines felled in Katrina would have 
supplied enough Gluelam wall elements to rebuild all the 
structures felled by Katrina and Rita, plus 40,000 more.) 
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